Let G=(x,y,t:~~=y~=t*=(xt)~=(yt)~=l) and q be a prime power. Then any homomorphism from G into PGL (2,q) induces an action on the projective line over F,. Such an action can be depicted by a coset diagram. We show how the existence of certain types of fragments in these coset diagrams may be related to properties of a corresponding parameter 9 =?/A, where r and A are the trace and determinant of a matrix representing the image of xy in PGL(2, q). We also show how these fragments can be used to show that for a family of positive integers n, all A, and S,, are quotients of G6,6,6.
groups are also studied by using coset diagrams in [lS] . In another paper [13] , coset diagrams for the orbits of the modular group PSL(2, Z) acting on real quadratic fields are defined, and it has been proved that the part of the coset diagram containing the quadratic real numbers a with N(U) < 0 forms a single closed path and is the only path in the orbit of OZ. Let x and y be the standard generators of PSL(2, Z) satisfying x2 =y3 = 1. Let cc be a homomorphism from PGL(2, Z) into PGL(2, q), where q is a prime power. Then c( is said to be a nondegenerate homomorphism if neither of x, y lies in the kernel of c(, so -_. that X = xa, jj = ya, with x, y m PGL(2, q), are of orders 2 and 3, respectively. Any such homomorphism is determined by the images X and J. Let X and Y be matrices representing X and y, normalized by det Y= 1. Then, letting 9 = (trX Y)'/det X Y, we can associate the parameter 9 with the homorphism CC. In this way, we can in fact parametrize the nondegenerate homomorphisms ~1, except for a few uninteresting ones, by the elements of F4. To each conjugacy class, we can then associate a single 9, i.e. 9 is an invariant of the conjugacy class of CC. In [15] , it has been shown that there is a coset diagram D( 9, q) associated with an action of PGL(2, Z) on the projective lines over Galois fields F,. It has been shown in [12] that, given a fragment y of a coset diagram, there is a polynomial f in Z [z] such that if y occurs in D($,q), then f( 9) = 0. The converse is obtained provided one considers the actions of PGL(2, E) on F&J(Co}.
The existence of some special types of fragments in D( 9, q) can be very useful. For instance, in [ 161 the conditions for the existence of certain special types of fragments in D( 9, q) are used to study Hurwitz groups.
In this paper, we have defined coset diagrams for a general abstract group, namely (x, y, t: x 2 = y k = t 2 = (xt)' = ( yt) ' = 1). In particular, we have parametrized the actions of this group, when k = 6 on PL(F,), and obtained the coset diagrams D(3, q, 6). By using these diagrams we have proved that, for a family of positive integers n, both the alternating and symmetric groups of degree it occur as homomorphic images of the group G6,6+6.
Let G be an abstract group with presentation (x,y, t: X2=yk=t2=(Xt)*=(yt)2= l), (1.1) where x, y, t are linear-fractional transformations of the form
such that a, b, c, dEZ and ad -bc # 0. Throughout this paper, let p be a prime number and q be a power of p. By PL( F4) we shall mean the projective line over the finite field F4, i.e. PL(F,) = F,u{ co}. The group PGL(2, q) has its customary meaning, as the group of all linear-fractional transformations (1.2), such that a, b, c, d are in F, and ad -bc is nonzero, while PSL(2, q) is its subgroup consisting of transformations (1.2), such that a, b, c, d are in F4 and ad -bc is a quadratic residue in F4.
Coset diagrams may be defined for any finitely generated group. They depict the actions of it on any arbitrary sets or spaces. In this paper we use these coset diagrams to study the actions of the group G on PL(F,). Such an action can be depicted by a coset diagram. A coset diagram is composed of fragments and the fragments themselves may be composed of a single closed path or more than one closed path. In this paper we explain how the occurrence of certain special closed paths in these coset diagrams may be related to properties of a corresponding parameter 9. We shall show the uses of these diagrams and their fragments in Section 6. The abstract group Gk,',"' may be defined for any positive integers k, 1,m as follows:
(x,y,t: Xz=yk=tz=(Xy)*=(Xt)Z=(yt)2=(xyt)m=l In [6], Conder has shown that for all but finitely many positive integers n, both the alternating group A, and the symmetric group S, occur as quotients of the group G6,6,6. The proof of this result is obtained by diagrammatic argument, using coset diagrams for the latter group, plus a method (called composition) for joining diagrams together in order to obtain transitive permutation representations of G6,6,6 of arbitrarily large degree. In our case, we have used coset diagrams for the actions of G on projective lines over Galois fields of some special type. Here, we need not 'join' diagrams to get a large diagram of higher degree. Rather, we have a different method of constructing such a coset diagram by simply getting the permutations for the actions of the relators x, y and t with the help of the parameters 9 of the Galois fields. The method is described in Section 2.
Parametrization of the actions
As explained earlier, by the elements X, y, t of PGL(2, q), we mean the elements XCI, ya, tcr for x, y, t in G, where M is the nondegenerate homomorphism from G to PGL(2, q). Let X, Y and T denote the elements of GL(2, Z) which yield the elements _ -x, y and t in PGL(2, q). The X, Y and T will satisfy the relations X2= Yk=T2=(XT)*=(YT)*=AI (2.1) for some scalar 1. We choose X, Y and T to be the matrices Let A be the determinant of X. We assume that the determinant of Y is 1, so that we have
Let r be the trace of XY, so that we have
We also have
We define a parameter 9 as r2/A. For a pair (X, j), where X, j%PGL(2, q), satisfying the relations
we denote by D( 9, q, k), where 9 belongs to F4, the coset diagram corresponding to the action of G on PL(F,) via the nondegenerate homomorphism a with parameter 9. --If we choose (x, y) to be the (2, k, 1) generating pair, then there is a coset diagram with q+ 1 vertices depicting the actions of X and j on PL(F,). The k-cycles of j are represented by k-gons whose vertices are permuted anticlockwise by j. Also, we draw lines (or edges) to show the action of X, the involution, interchanges the vertices at the ends of each edge. The action of tis shown by reflection in a vertical axis of symmetry. The fixed points of j are denoted by heavy dots.
Action of C on PL(F,) when k = 6
Now we can use the techniques developed in Section 2 to study the actions of G on PL(F,), where p is a prime number, when k = 6. Let this group be denoted by M. Since M satisfies the relations
we can choose x and y to be (3.1)
x:z+(-1)/z and y:z+(z+1)/(2-z) satisfying (3.1).
(3.2)
We first find some conditions on p for the existence of some special fragments of D( 9, p, 6) depicting the actions of M on PL(F,). --Consider the three fragments yl, yz and y3 in Fig. 1 having fixed points x,y and t, respectively.
Remark 3.1. We observe that the fragment
Proof of (iii).
Since we have chosen the linear-fractional transformations (3.2) satisfying (3.1), we can easily deduce the transformations Xj: z+(z-1)/(2z + 1) and Xj4:z+z+ 1 (showing (0)Xj4= 1, (l)Xj4=2, (co)Xj4= co, etc.). So that if we consider the coset diagram D( 9,p, 6) for any prime p, then all the diagrams will contain y3. Also, since t: z+ l/z, the points 1 and q -1 which are fixed by t will always lie on the vertical axis of symmetry.
Studying the coset diagram D( 8, p, 6), we observe that 9 = 3 is the only parameter which gives rise to the actions of (2,6,6) on PL(F,), i.e. every element is fixed by ( XY)~, thus providing the relation (xY)~ = 1 and hence the group (2,6,6). In such cases we are bound to choose the field FP having square roots of 3.
About the coset diagrams D(3,p, 6)
In Section 3 we have found the conditions for the existence of certain circuits in coset diagrams D( 9, p, 6) for any arbitrary 9. Here we shall deal with the case for 9 = 3 in particular. Since we need to study only those coset diagrams in which every element is fixed by (Xj) 6, we consider the cases for (X Y)6 = 21, for some scalar 2.
Consider the equation (see [lS] for details) (Xy)n={n-1Cor"-'_"-2C1yn-3d+"-3C*yn-5d5__..}Xy
By substituting n = 6 in (4.1), we observe that (X Y)6 = AI, for some scalar 1, if and only if 5C,r5-4
C1r3A+3C2rA2=0, implying that r(r4-4r2A+3A2)=0. Since r2 = 8 A (by Section 2), we multiply the above equation by r/A and thus obtain the polynomial equation in 9 as 9( 9' -49 + 3) = 0, or 9( 9--3) (9--1) = 0, thus giving 9=0, 1 and 3 as its roots.
For 9 = 0, D(0, p, 6) is the coset diagram for the actions of the dicyclic groups (2,6,2) on PL( Fp). Also, for 9 = 1, D( 1, p, 6) is the coset diagram for the actions of the groups (2,6,3) on PL (F,,).
Considering the case for 9 = 3, we observe that this is the only parameter which gives the coset diagrams D(3, p, 6) for the actions of the groups (2,6,6) defined by (1.4) on PL(Fp).
Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For any coset diagram D( 9, p, 6), we have 9 = 3 if and only if (xy)" = 1.
Since y6= 1, we have Y6 =EJ. We deduce, as in [lo] , that some scalar multiple of Y is conjugate to the matrix
where z is the 12th root of unity. We then have z '2=1,thusgiving(z6-1)(z6+1)=0.
Since ~~-120 (as z6#1), z6+1=0, thus giving (z2+1)(z4-z'+l)=O. This further implies that z4-z2+1=o (4.2) (as z2+1#O). Now z6+1=0 implies z6=-1, so that z4=-ze2. Hence, (4.2) becomes z2+z-z-1=0. Hence, whenever we consider the coset diagrams D(3, p, 6) for the actions of (2,6,6) on PL(F,), we always choose the field FP having the square root of 3; in other words $=x (modp) for some x in FP. We should point out that all such p's satisfying this condition are of the form 12kf 1 for k&T+. Now that we have found the particular 9 and all those prime numbers p which yield the coset diagrams for the actions of (2,6,6) on PL(F,), we can easily study the properties of the triangle group (2,6,6). We can even study the properties of the group by just studying a small fragment of a coset diagram. By joining fragments we can find the whole diagram, and with the help of that diagram we can then find the group which it presents. We can see that x has order 2 and y has order k (by the k-gons that we choose). Also, since every vertex of the fragment is fixed by (xy)', for some 1 B 2, we in fact, obtain a coset diagram for the permutation representation of the group (2, k, 1) = (x, y: x 2 = yk = (xy )' = 1). Since the diagram is symmetric about the vertical line of axis, we actually obtain a diagrammatic presentation of (x, y, t: X2=yk=t2=(Xt)2=(yt)2=(Xy)l=l).
We consider some fragments of D(3,p, 6) in the next section.
Some special fragments in D(3,p, 6)
Consider the fragments shown in Figs Fig. 3 . Proof. Here the vertices u2 and uj are fixed by the elements XjXj-2XjX and .?jm2t of PGL(2,p), respectively. Following the same method as used in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we find that both the fragments ys and y6 will occur in D (3, p, 6) if and only if 60 is a square in the field F,. 0
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Hence, y4, ys as well as ys will occur in D(3, p, 6) if and only if 60 is a square in FP. Also, considering the fragments y, and us, we notice that the vertices u4 and ug are fixed by the elements (Xj)2(Xj -')2, which is same as for the fragment y4, so that a diagram D( 3, p, 6) can contain any of the fragments y4, y, and ya.
Let y9,y10 and yI1 denote the fragments in Figs, 7, 8 and 9, respectively. Then, following the procedure as adopted in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have the following result. To prove our main result we need the coset diagrams D(3,p, 6) containing the fragment y9. We only consider the fragment having the 'holding hands' pattern, as shown in Fig. 10. If we consider the vertices a, b, a', b' in Fig. 10 as fixed points (of x) by 'breaking' the edges aa' and bb', we see that the whole diagram is still the diagram D(3,p, 6) depicting the homomorphic images of the group (2,6,6). For, if (ab'c1c2c3c4) and (a'bdld2d3d4) are the cycles of xy before 'breaking' the edges aa' and bb', then (abc, c2 cj c4) and (a' b'dl d2 d3 d4) are the cycles of xy after we 'break' the 'hands' aa' and bb' and consider the vertices a, b, a', b' as fixed points of x. All other cycles of xy are unchanged.
In particular, xy still has order 6. The prime numbers p that we choose for the coset diagrams D(3, p, 6) (F, having square roots of 3) are of the form 12k + 1, where kEZ + .
For Theorem 5.5 we need also coset diagrams containing the fragment y12 (Fig. 11) . The vertices labelled 1, z and p have been indicated for a reason that will be explained later. First, we find a condition for the existence of ylz in D (3,p, 6) in the form of a theorem that follows. Note that the vertices I and p are the fixed points of t, so that the edge joining I and p lies on the vertical axis of symmetry.
Before proving the theorem, we first define (as in [15] ) the dual homomorphism of the nondegenerate homomorphism rx from G into PGL(2, q). Let 6 be the automorphism of G, defined by x6 = xt, y6 =y and td = t. If CI : G+PGL(2, q) is a homomorphism, then CX' = 6a is known as the dual homomorphism of CC. Let C$ be the parameter for the dual homomorphism a' of the nondegenerate homomorphism CI. Then one can obviously check that 9 + 4 =4-b2, where, as defined earlier, b is the trace of the matrix Y satisfying Y"= ill for some scalar 2.
Here, since we are dealing with the group M, we find b=& so that 9+4=4-(J7)2=4-3=1. Thus, if 9 is the parameter for IX, then (l-9) is the parameter for ~1'.
We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5. The fragment y12 exists in D(3, p, 6) if and only if 6 is a square in F,.
Proof. From Remark (3.1)(i), we can check that in the nondegenerate homomorphism CI with parameter 9, x maps to an element of PSL(2, p) if and only if 9 is a square in FP.
Since changing to the dual homomorphism interchanges both x and xt and 9 and (1 -9), it follows that xt maps to an element of PSL(2,p) if and only if (1 -9) is a square in FP. Since tis in PSL(2, p) if both or neither of X or Otis, but not if just one of them is, t is in PSL(2, p) if and only if 9(1-9) is a square in FP. Now t has fixed vertices in PL( FP) if either t belongs to PSL(2, p) and p E 1 (mod 4) or tdoes not belong to PSL(2, p) and p E 3 (mod 4). Since p = 1 (mod 4) is equivalent to ' -1 is a square in FP', we see that t has fixed vertices if and only if -8(1-9) = 9( 9 -1) is a square root in Fp. Consequently, since we choose 9 to be equal to 3, we obtain the required result. 0
In the next section we give on application of the coset diagrams and their fragments, using the machinery developed in the preceding sections.
Application of coset diagrams and their fragments
Conder [6] uses small coset diagrams as building blocks and connects them together to form a large diagram. The method of pasting together these diagrams is called j-composition.
Although j-composition preserves the orders of x, y and xy, it preserves very little else, so that it is hard to control the structure of the group that emerges. However, for the coset diagrams for the actions of the group G on PL( F,), the situation is quite different.
Theorem 6.1. Let n =p+ 1, where p is a prime such that 6 and 12 are square roots in FP and n= 2(1 +r) for a prime r. Thenfor all such n, both A, and S, occur as homomorphic images of G6*6,6.
Proof. To prove our result we choose a prime number p such that p= 12k_+ 1, where keZ +. Also, these p's are such that the fields F, should contain square roots of 12 and 6 so that the coset diagrams D(3, p, 6) should contain the fragments, y9 and yi2. Let us denote the coset diagrams having these properties by D * (3, p, 6 ). Now, since we are considering the actions of the group G on PL(F,), the degree of this group will be n = p + 1. Let us express this n as n = 2( 1 + r) for some positive integer r. Considering the points a, b,a', b' (in Fig. 10 ) as fixed points of x, we trace out the cycles of xyt and find the parity of these cycles. We observe that the vertices a,~' form a cycle (of xyt) of length 2. The other cycles, containing b and b', then form either cycles of length Y separately or a single cycle of length 2r containing the points b and b'.
We now need to consider only those coset diagrams D*(3,p, 6) in which r is some prime integer, so that the length of the cycles containing b and b' separately is a prime number, which means that (xyt)"= 1 for some r=s. We see that the cycle containing point b, which is now of some prime length, also contains the vertices A, p and z (as shown in Fig. 1 l) , so that we form a block, say B in D*(3, p, 6), of length s, containing the points A, ,u, t as well as b, It is obvious from Fig. 11 that ix = p, sy = p and ,~t = ,U (where A, z and ~LEB), so that B is preserved by x, y and t. This implies that B is a union of orbits of (x, y, t). However, from the connectedness of D *(3, p, 6), we can easily check that the group G6,6S6 is transitive.
Hence, (I3 = n, thus also proving the primitivity of the group G 6,6S 6. The group G 6-6,6 being primitive and having an element xyl of prime order, we can now use Jordan's theorem [20, Theorem 13.91 to conclude the proof. 0
